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LOPI ANSWER 2020
FREESTANDING WOOD
FIREPLACE
$4,225.00

*Price is for the Answer model with black
standard legs only, and does not include
optional extras. Please contact us for more
information.

Style Freestanding

Brand Lopi

Heating Capacity (m2) 180

Efficiency (%) 72

Emissions (g/kg) 1.5g/kg

Firebox Size .05 cubic metres

Maximum Log Size 45.7cm

GreenStart™ Compatible Optional

Fan Optional

https://fire4u.com.au/design/freestanding/
https://fire4u.com.au/brand/lopi/
mailto:info@fire4u.com.au
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

It may be small, but the compact Lopi Answer’s size belies its incredible heating capacity. The Answer uses a
five-sided convection chamber to distribute heat evenly throughout your home. Cool room air is naturally
drawn around the hot firebox, heated, and returned back into the room without using a blower.
The Answer’s .05 cubic metre firebox is larger than most other small stoves, so it offers longer burn times with
less reloading. It’s a powerful heater for its size, yet the back wall clearance is just 200mm to a combustible
surface.

 Options

Greenstart
The GreenStart igniter has made getting your fire burning as convenient as pushing a button. Additionally all
of the mess of starting a fire with matches and newspapers is no longer part of the process. The new
GreenStart system instantly elevates combustion temperatures within your stove, immediately establishes a
draft and eliminates the slow and smoky typical wood fireplace start up. Never before has getting your wood
fire burning been so simple.

Optional Fan - additional cost

Outside Air Kit
Ideal for air tight homes as it allows the air to be drawn from outside of the home to the fireplace.

OTHER PRODUCT IMAGES

http://fire4u.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/Greenstart-Brochure-2014.pdf
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